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Being the side chic is fine as long as you know your role and don't have main chic
expectations...right? Lala has been playing the role of Tre's side chic for the past two years well
aware of the fact that he has no plans of leaving his girlfriend/babymama Kisha of seven years.
She's always played by the rules but can she continue to stay in her lane after falling in love and
becoming pregnant by her young boy-toy? Or will her feelings for him and the fact that she is
pregnant cause her to want to change the game and become more than just his side chic?
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This book was just OK! It wasn't drama filled as some of the reviews say! The story line was
good,but it could have been better! I gave it 3 stars because it did keep my attention, but it was far
from the best. I am interested in knowing how everything turns out.

What a great preview cant wait for the rest of the book.hope it will be soon because i feel like i just
ate a good meal but iam not full.you got me wanting to read more and find out whats going to
happen.

Four pages in and I'm amazed by the lack of punctuation and frequent grammatical errors. I am
distracted from the story because it reads like a text message or transcribed voicemail. I will brave
through this poorly written , unedited saga, and hopefully add a star or two.UPDATE: I gave it two
stars for the story, and deducted one for grammatical errors and punctuation. The Kindle version
feels like an extremely short read. The author apparently wants you to make two purchases instead
of one to complete the tale. I'm okay avoiding Side Chic 2.

LOL MS WEST IS SO ON POINT WITH HOW THINGS ARE IN THE REAL WORLD WHEN IT
COMES TO THE SIDE CHIC...DONT GET ME WRONG I AM HAPPILY MARRIED, BUT I HAVE
MANY ASSOCIATES WHO HAS BEEN IN SIMILAR SITUATIONS THAT HAVE PLAYED OUT
SORT OF LIKE THIS. LALA WAS WRONG BECAUSE SHE KNEW THAT MAN HAD A WOMAN
BEFORE SHE STARTED SLEEPING WITH HIM....AND UNPROTECTED..SMH...OH THE
FOULNESS!! AND TRE WANTS TO ACT AS IF HE IS SUCH A FAMILY MAN AND IS NOT GOING
TO LET NOTHING OR NO ONE COME IN BETWEEN HIS FAMILY HUH...WONDER HOW HE
WOULD FEEL IF KISHA FOUND OUT ABOUT HIS INFIDELITIES...SMH

I really enjoyed Side Chick. I didn't think I was when I first started reading it. Lala was so stupid for
putting herself in this type of situation that I couldn't be mad at Trey. On the other hand, if he truely
loved the life he had at home, he wouldn't have had to have Lala as his side chick. At first I was
mad she moved to a new city so she didn't break up his family but her leaving worked to her
advantage (starting her career as an author) but basically the damage was already done when she
found out she was pregnant and decided to keep the babies. If I was Lala, i wouldn't want to be with
him. If he cheated on Kisha, then she should know he would cheat on her. I can't wait for the next
book to come out. I want to see what Trey does to try to keep his family together. And I want to
know what he does about Tamika stank behind trying to blackmail him.

Every woman has either been in this situation. Being the side chick or the main chick... some can
relate and some can't.. it was an interesting read and most definitely looking forward to part two...

I enjoyed this book. I tried to feel sorry for Lala but I really couldn't, the "main girl" in me wouldn't
allow me to feel sorry for the "side chic".lol..But for real, it was very relateable in the sense that
dudes really make their side chics believe that their home life is soo unhappy that they need them
and then have the side chic thinking she can eventually change him and make him a one woman

man for her. Shame on them..lol Without giving to much of the story away I kind of respected what
Lala tried to do in the beginning of the story but if she would have never gone there in the first place
she wouldn't be wiping tears for something/someone who was never hers to begin with. Cant wait
for the second part to see how Tre is gonna worm his way out of the situation he has found himself
in.

I love it La'Tonya my very first book I had every read by you so I know that I'm gon have to catch
with the rest of your books but although lala was wrong for leasing with somebody else man I did
kind of felt sorry for her about what tre had done to her when she had came back in town...side chic
help me relate to what I was going thru in my past relationship so good job La'Tonya I cant wait for
part 2 to comes out 5 starz from me:-)
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